
to be smart enough to be able to use these social engagements as dirt for such cultivations, I use some of it. Now back to some Nietzsche, I do really enjoy it, at least trying to get a moral out of it
to use for my own enterprise of moral making. 

Literally working my ass off. It is evening, deep winter outside, Lamin is not home in the evenings these days, maybe out organizing some jihad with his friends. I went through my project this
morning and then off to a meeting for the upcoming course I will teach in "production" (no more theorizing for once) and I did manage to squeeze in a section at the gym (bodybuilding with tai-
chi and boxing really cool me down). Meantime Liselott left no options but to divorce, she just cannot accept my work and is not willing for any discussion. I will soon face her to go over the
details. Hopefully we will come down to some agreement and avoid the lawyers battle. Some good reading in rhetorics (I know have to read some hundreds pages of Aristotle... not really my
thing), helped me a bit there. In the afternoon it was the introduction to Hans Ruin's theory course, I really respect the man and particularly his selection of Nietzsche's text, really a revelation to
me. I would wish to move on reading such texts, not only Nietzsche's allegoric but also motivating writings fascinates me but I see a bit of a parallel with his nomadic life and a bit of my
existence of some what of an outsider. Am I the tragic and intuitive man or the structural and rational? I will have to keep up on the dilemma which also Freud has brought forth and Herman
Hesse has novelized. Ahead though I just have much methodology oriented reading and one can get really afraid of being dried up by that stuff, really what Nietzsche talks about concerning
youth and the talent I so much try to preserve despite all the social pressures. For now I do enjoy though my education, some of these professors have really seen the light!

A very bright sunny day and I could not help hastening with my habitual morning update of my project and take a run out, filming myself going around and around the empty parking lot in the
neighborhood, this with quite some minus degrees. I went to a meeting with my supervisors without even showering (yet I did manage to wash my armpits), I was very punctual but not Charlotte,
my second supervisor, an art historian. I really enjoyed the meeting, we are were quite agreeable and excited, alive despite all the misunderstanding. The showing of my project, the sharing of
any creation in particular is quite a catharsis, a breaking of any hostility,  a feast bringing together all, a forgetting of the past frictions which his paradoxical as in my case it is rather a
remembering, but just of positive things, a collection of proliferations, the generous proliferation we are potentially endowed with in nature. I then when over to my kid enjoying Aristotle rational
way of thinking yet, to a certain extends have, out of his logic, certain ethical disagreements. I will write about them in a paper I am supposed to deliver the day after tomorrow to my Aesthetic
and methods professor... likely a night of sleep came to the rescue and now I have a dream with her to account the class about. 

Today I have indulged in sleeping. I really needed after so much serious reading of Aristotle. I then spent the morning updating my project and off I went again to town, this time to meet Liselott
to talk about our divorce. As I told her that I was almost there she wrote me that she home ill, most likely an excuse. I then again used the commuter rail as my office, seating on the comfortable
chair reading more hundreds of pages of Aristotle. I did not stop at the university as I still had no time to shower really. I spent a nice afternoon with the sun shining through my terrace (a year
ago the sun never shown for months in our apartment). I wrote as I was told an oration based on Aristotle, a pretty messy but a rather fluent one, providing not a logical stream but rather a set of
reflections supported by metaphors, stories and historical examples. I then went off to do grocery as August will likely spend his first weekend with his dad in months (Liselott has something else
to do, hopefully it is a man or a friend and she will not do something stupid as commit suicide, she did not show absolutely any emotions but you never know). I then shopped quite a bit, looking
forward to a small and nice evening with August. With four heavy bags I made it back through the empty parking lots that divide my little apartment to the big supermarket. the rest of the
evening I spent cooking for the days to come. Tomorrow I will try some gym and eventually higher up my energies yet the feeling now for me is that of a gentle hibernation in my room, reading
through all these bug authors and taking care of my inner garden, this while the winter outside is at its most, but the light, how beautiful those freezing days with totally clear sky, what a Greece
of the North can Scandinavia be at times.

The day went like a flash, a flash of bright sun in this persisting clear sky, the frost persisting below. After some time home I went to the gym, I really needed to train and the shower but I did all
these shooting many videos of myself doing tai-chi, lifting weights, boxing and so forth still an undocumented event in my new everyday configuration. I then attended the first lecture with a
professor I very much esteem, Sara Danius (notably all person I esteem are those who have traveled much with their bodies and or their souls). To some extend I started to get a bit bored
listening all these formalites about writing methods but at last I had the opportunity of reading my paper aloud. I was almost trembling and rather sure to piss off the intelligent audience but in
fact they all seemed to like it and even laughed quite much as I started to account in third person about my dream with the professor who later kept thanking me and possibly wanted to engage in
a conversation but Liselott wanted me to take over August as she was going out with her colleagues and I rushed to him. From the beginning he did not want to move from the kindergarten but at
very last minute he decided to take the train to town as we had no keys to the apartment. So off we went like in a dream, off to town and through the park I used to bring him when he was little
and in a sled around an ancient tree with the moon lighting on us. We had fun eating a good sushi and an ice cream, it was indeed a flash and I hope we can get in such dream state once again. I
then brought him to the train where his mother took him (she did not dare to look at me in the eyes) and I walked back to my commuter train where I am now seating and typing on my phone. I
feel good about the situation overall, I enjoy the more humanist cultivation I am undertaking and the fact that Professor Sara told us to write constantly which is something I constantly do. This
very dairy might keep me well trained at last... Now back to Lamin after I scolded him yesternight for having once more got back late with the intention to start frying his eggs.. as long as I have
good nights of sleep... 

A less sunny and brilliant day, still much a wintery one that I spent editing my work, first at home going throughly through my database and then at work where I went through a set of things I
had piled up (still many to go). One really ought to be quiet and diligently go through everything, step by step. Among these things I also needed to answer certain practical questions to Liselott. I
have been most kind and she did not hesitate to jell the heck out of me, probably an impulsive woman attitude, anyway, at last very futile arguments. She is just totally enraged about my writings
and as Aristotle says, such a kind of rage will not heal, almost a Nazi rage she often displayed when she gets wounded such as the time my dear Japanese friend Yoshi, asked her if she was color
blind when calling a blue toy shovel green. Anyhow, hopefully we can go through this fast after which I intend to really absorb myself in my asceticism. I really got fed up of social engagements,
I will live my existence in a poetic solitude, I am drawn to this. When the time will come, will come, for the time I meticulously go on planing like a terrorist but of love. In the evening I went to
town for a small gathering my good supporter Mikael Goralski invited me to. Quite a disgusting gathering of the Swedish art elite in a newly built very complex museum which leaves no space
for contemplation. Jacek wanted to meet me quite desperately, he is drowning himself in million different projects, I ought to tell him that it is just craziness to be such a Spanish sword fighter,
he ought to be more of a Samurai awaiting the moment. At last he did not pick up the phone so I ought to go back now, more sweet solitude while Liselott confirmed that I will not have August
this weekend... silly revenge?

Today I walk up when Lamin came home, I thought it was in the middle of the night but it was actually morning and I straight away sat to work most proficiently, finally getting quite right with
my meta part of the project, the ultimate effort I do on top of my project, what society is paying me for, what maybe have caused so much distress in my life, as every new structure I come up
means also a different configuration in my everyday. Likely, now I feel this has settle down once more, 36 projects for 36 years, it is now time to stop any further development. As I was
preparing myself some pasta I suddenly thought about Liselott and felt in the end that, despite all her indignation, she did want to hold on to me. I told her to meet me anyway but she had some
secret meeting and dropped me August, with whom with had again great fun, going back to the park, running around with a fixed sled, pushing small kids and making them all turn. August was a
great worker, he pushed and pushed. I really ought to understand him as well, his talent and what he likes and wants from life. We then went through a tunnel I used to take him when he was very
little, to listen to a musician playing quite badly a weird guitar, and from there we reached a cafe' where I gave him a warm chai latte and a muffin. He is really skilled when it comes to construct
virtual games in something quite popular now called Mind Craft. He was really proud to show me his very advanced construction despite also all the monsters he has to kill (that part I didn't
like). We had great fun together and later went to the cultural house where I kept telling him many stories. I feel I do have the Greek virtue of being liberal at times, or at least honour him. Then
Liselott came and I have tried to solve matters with her being amiable and preventing all sort of arguments. At least now we can spend time together although during this time I am mostly
playing with August. After departing from them (now at least she agreed to let me stay over at her place so I will be with them more often and my studio will be more like her grandfather cabin
by the lake where he goes to be by himself, maybe after the PhD I will get one myself... my dream!) after departing I met Jacek and his British colleague Greg, a very nice fellow from
Manchester looking  like Ringo Star, telling us quite brightly about England and the old industrial era being still present as a macabre shadow of a terrible past of labour exploitation. He is quite
an anarchist, a bit like me, seeing the world as governed by politicians preventing the natural compatibility of the entire human race. Now I am on the train heading South again, in love with my
reading on the emergence of scientific discoveries (this as I see a great parallel with artistic ones and my own)... no more phone space to type...

It has been quite some time I haven't sat at my desk writing this Journal, of late I was mostly typing while in my long metro journeys. Today, I could have avoided it. I went out running in the
parking lot, came home and painted and shared my food with Lamin and also some words but then decided to go to my office, even though it is Sunday. I did want to go for a little hike but the
temperature got quite ambiguous again, slightly warmer and the sky got immediately gray... is it because I have pacified with Liselott? (One is tempted to say after the heroic act of attempting to
get out of the Circe's island). Anyhow, as it stands it seems that we are only good friends, which is really good because I did miss the time all together but it is quite necessary for me this
distantiation, particularly now that the hermeneutic role was assigned to me, namely that of delivering messages to others. My biological father, such a talented person, has alway been most
obstinate about using his intellect for any such things. He keep on suffering in his alienation and wall rather than horizon of prejudices (I am learning something from my readings I guess ;). I got
now quite seriously in my task, did all sort of small things I was accumulating at work and also kept quite much updating my off-line version of my Website with quotes but also attempting a
remix of cultural production, the first being a futurist poem by Palazzeschi which is taking me hell of allot of time, hopefully later on, with visual productions the remixes will be more rapid, they
will have to in order to fit my rather efficiency based everyday agenda. On the way back, waiting for the commuter rail, it was cold and dark but mostly the wind has made its return and I soon
felt rather feverish... hopefully just a temporary symptom and not a decrease of my immune system now that I am working intellectually more than ever, learning the language of hermeneutic
communication.

I still felt quite feverish and a bit burned after trying to edit this futurist poem with visuals. I will try to quicken the process in the future though, all I need though is a bigger memory, now that
the constantly growing Archive and the Website are compensating and competing with each other. Anyway, the fever or maybe the run yesterday and or the weather getting warmer and windy
and the time I spend in metros crossing the metropolis, all this maybe got me on the verge of sickness, something quite unusual for me (on top of that also the work and all the readings but those I
enjoy!). Even though I was fully awake at three in the morning and did my morning prays (the update of my Archive) prior going to bed again for some hours and beside the feverish feeling in
my body, I went to the gym anyway, was quite disciplined with my exercises of the various parts although the equipment is very limited. I then was off to some seminars on hermeneutics, hours
on hours discussing around things that appeared rather obvious to me, allot of positioning about human language and communication but my concern is still there, who in the heck is going to be
humble enough to stop all this positioning and move on providing the content for such a communication? This no matter what this or that German or French analyzer of philosophy writes, what
the heck, what about real authentic philosophers like Nietzsche, out of the official discourse making much more sense, being more like prophets seeking no reward in the small construct of his or
her small society. As a Zarathustra I will try to move forward and eventually get rid of such comfortable beliefs. Now home, keeping away from computers, trying to reinvigorate myself with a
soup of cabbage and meat, as suggested once when August was seek, the remedy of a Roman soldier.

At Liselott's place now, the first evening after months apart, yet still apart despite the fact that we are able to recreate the family atmosphere we used to have up to all these changes. She still gets
away to her phone and all the mass media entertainment while I still get away with my disconnected self entertainment. Aside form this I have been really excited all day to write an article after
reading a few books on Italian Art in the Renaissance and the Northern Art coming as an opposition to it. I am supposed to only analyze but I really get transported, ought to ''rompere una lancia''
in favour of a country despite the fact that my identity is rather mixed, a German Italian from the Alps, enjoying both the objectivity induced by the sun and the subjectivity brought by the snow.
Still have not finished the essay (I am quite into essay writing now that I made it as part of my spiritual engagement and this is really what makes me ''Italian'' I guess). Anyway, I never come
here empty ended, I always bring food and today I even crossed by foot the highway bridge and made it to a second hand shop to buy August some shoes. As it was too early I ventured my self
into a print shop run by a Syrian (what a conflict there now with the civil war!). He lived a long time in the Italian canton of Switzerland and seemed really professional, really from that stand,
used to labour in such a semi industrial contexts with allot of craftsmanship involved. I then moved forward (it is hard to move forward artistically now with all this intellectual academia driven
work), I inquired in many productions estimates and so forth, being now a bit of an expert. Mikael Goralski is also pushing for my drawing books publications and release at a Swedish museum, I
let this energy take place although I am from the start very skeptical about institution people. It was already a big deal though to have them printed, what a difference now having done the first
step... I am really a 15th century patron investing in my own self, the artist.

No more readings for me for a while, that is for sure. On top of the flu (it seems that it was brought home by my negro Lamin who even went to the hospital), on top of that I really gave myself to
write more than I was supposed to concerning some northern prospective on southern art but really, despite the effort, today we went analytically though the work and once again I had to
experience the awful Northern shitting on the false superiority of the Southern religious art and bla bla. The professor, who has to save her job and has to be very scholastic (terribly scholastic I
would say), did not even appreciated my effort and made a point that the assignment was one page (I wrote ten but latter during the break I wrote "a getto" the page she wanted although she kept
my ten pages...). All very terrible: the flu, these impassioned fellow students of mine, the junkies on the metro... all very terrible but my possibility of doing my work. Today i finally got some
nice videos of one of my heroes, Steve Mann, a remix I made to add in my collection of influential cultural productions. it felt so relaxing and nice to get into that kind of work... I really look
forward to it although from tomorrow there will be more taking care of August and then again discomfort in sleeping in a sofa at Liselott's place as I did last night... It is certainly a fight for the
beauty and the spiritual.

Rather early up today I went through all my usual updating and then went back to bed taking it rather easy after the overwork and the slight flu ot the last days. I have been still thinking about
yesterday's discussion, basically lightly demolishing my southern heritage. I wrote more on the paper I have already turned in but then came out with the good conclusion that in reality the only
pertinent polarity is not spatial, racial or anything, as these can only cause hatred. The only polarity I at least think feasible is by judging the willing of every particular, whether it was conceived
in view of something worldly or spiritual, only here I will be able to judge and say without doubt inferior or superior. Anyway, I really will try to limit all the intellectual feasts of academia and
regain my soberty, the only state where I can cultivate my imagination. After a light section at the gym trying to stretch my back after so much seating (this stiffness has for many years now
made me easy to wake up at night) I went to pick up August. I manage to shop them grocery, cook, do some basic cleaning, tell him a few interesting things but then he is off playing games
virtually with his friends. I Left early today, I feel better at my home where I look forward to keep my artistic work up tomorrow. I actually went to an exhibit in the old color factory and got
quite tripped into some Le Corbusier's book but later met Mikael who had arranged my books to be sold at a museum. I am still not sure how to, but I will have to set on production soon it seems,
this without really pushing, the commission though seem to be awful allot. Heading home now on the train... to my alienated land. I did manage to resist today quite much, no reading, no seating
yet hours spent commuting!

Today it turned out a nice and bright day after a week of cold gloominess. I had quite some things to do though being my first day at home and being the first of the month, meaning that I was
doing the laundry and formating a month worth of images. It took some time but then I got free again and off I went down the river, over the river and up the river on the opposite side. The ice
was quite a problem though but I have managed to reach the printing shop without going by the trafficked highway (I did that on the way back). The Syrian owner was not quite helpful this time,
telling that I must print big amounts, industrial amounts if I want to make it worth... yeah, and I am crazy enough to sweep off all my savings like that... Anyway, I felt certainly not open at all to
his propositions. Home Mikael called me several times to ask me about my drawing books and to come up with a price. It is nice to have this older man giving me so much stimulus, older people
who have nothing to loose and probably see the real value in life, certainly not a common passion. Thus, instead of hibernating, I took off for my office to arrange a few things on the Internet as I
have prohibited myself any connection here and sincerely, what a relief to be cut off! I feel so very much clean and pure now able to isolate the contamination of that pervasive media which I
now have even managed to transcend, collecting photo and image and music, material which I later recompose for my reflective part of th project... a clean selection worth bringing to the other
side, something that in reality it is in a way vulnerable. I found also a small interview with my great teacher Francalanci. I almost thought the guy was dead as I could no longer almost find him
on-line. How inspiring, a small interview for such a great man who must have inspired an army worth of talents with his contemporary and philosophical art history courses. I ought to send him a
small homage before it is too late and I ought to quicken up preparing for bed... if tomorrow is nice again I will take a walk (took very few these month)!   

Today I understood a few things, I understood them after I left my apartment feeling the usual anxiety when it is sunny outside an anxiety that wants me out and pay homage to the source of life.
I was actually quite distress that my son was not there with me, that we were not out to enjoy such a beauty together but he was meeting his grandfather who took him to pay homage to the
motorcycles, the artificial lights of idolatry. I took the metro to a landscape I usually pass on my way to work and usually fascinates me, striking me as a most complete picture with the cliffs and
most importantly a lake with a very nice perspective. I filmed my way there and finally there I was standing on the frozen like and slowly making my way to the middle but then the camera
battery run out and off I went over the tallest cliff filled with feelings. Walking with a stick through the snow I have realized that the going up the mountain is in fact the ultimate homage to god
an homage in which one is ready to sacrifice everything and just the lighting of a fire on the peak is one of the most significant ritual, a most universal one, something bringing no differences
between all this religions that all these pseudo sciences keeps separated. We shall unite and it is the duty of the artist to do so, unite with the universal fluency mother nature has endowed him, his
talent. I am now most reluctant to go on in my scientific education, to read an be trained in vivisection, my talent is that of unite and bring together in a language accessible to all and not that of a




